DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, MATHURA ROAD
A REPORT ON HINDI WEEK
(18-11-19 TO 22-11-19)
DAY 1 : 18-11-19
CLASS 1 – KANA FUSI (CHINESE WHISPER)
Kana fusi (Chinese whisper) activity was conducted on the first day of Hindi
Week by the teachers and students of class1. Wherein the class was divided
into 4 groups and each group was given a different sentences to enhance the
listening skills of the students. The winner team was awarded with smiley
stickers by the teachers. Attached below are some photographs of the activity
conducted in different classes.
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CLASS II– ACTIVITY : LISTENING SKILL
A short paragraph was read by the teacher. Students had to draw a picture
following the instructions given. Students participated in the activity with full
enthusiasm and were seen drawing beautiful pictures with their imagination. It
helped to enhance their ability to listen and follow instructions.
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CLASS III – SANGYA ANTAKSHARI
Students played the game of Sangya Antakshari in class to learn more about
sangya .A child started the game by holding a soft ball and saying a sangya
word and then passing the ball to the other child .The other child had to catch
the ball and say another sangya word ending with the last letter of word
spoken by the first child .The game continued till all the children got the
chance to say a sangya word.
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CLASS IV – LISTENING SKILL ACTIVITY
Effective listening skills are the ability to actively understand information
provided by the speaker and display interest in the topic discussed. It can also
include providing the speaker with feedback such as the asking of pertinent
questions so the speaker knows the message is being understood. Today class4th students had done this activity through play way method and they enjoyed
this listening skill activity.
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CLASS V –LISTENING SKILL ACTIVITY
Children of each class was divided into two groups. One participant explained
a given picture to him while the participant from the other team listened and
drew for that picture. The activity encouraged the children to listen carefully
and they enjoyed doing drawing for the same
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FOR ENRICHMENT CENTRE
Key activity undertaken:
A story was read out to the students; thereafter group work was encouraged
wherein students named the Nouns they heard of in the story along with the prime
moral values imbibed.
Prime Outcomes:
 The concept of Attentive listening
 Nouns
 Group Work
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